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Figure 2. Main scientific and technological issues. 

2.2. Main scientific and technological issues 

ACSM includes all of the steps necess缸y to transform the original materials or 
components into products由at meet the users’ needs, which involves not only 
atomic precision but also the manufacturing processes of removal, migration, and 
addition at the atomic scale. Comprehensive ACSM studies should systematically 
address the three types of common scientific issues in manufacturing at由e
atomic and close-to-atomic scales related to its fundamental mechanisms, process 
approaches, and evaluation systems, as shown in Figure 2. 

Scientific Issue 1: Principles of manipulating a single atom, the interaction 
mechanism of multiple atoms, and the relationship between ACSM and 
contemporary manufacturing 

The key to further development of ACSM lies in understanding the intrinsic 
mechanism of ACSM. When the object to be manufactured is at the atomic scale, 
traditional macroscopic pr，。因ssing theories C缸mot accurately describe and 
predict the mechanism of atomic removal, migration, or addition. More 
innovative studies on mechanisms are in great demand. Following the idea仕om
fundamental research to application development, scienti且c issues 扭曲e intrinsic 
mechanism can be divided into monoatomic manipulation, multiatomic 
interaction, and multiscale coupling由eory.As the new generation of 
manufacturing technology, ACSM will push manufacturing precision towards the 
atomic scale.咀1e s位ucture precision and reliability of each basic unit in ACSM 
缸e determined by the cap阳ring , controllable manipulation, and high precision 
positioning of a single atom, which directly affects the final performance. 

τ'herefore, one aspect in ACSM mechanism research is to understand and learn 
the basic rules of manipulating a single atom, including the overall process of 
capturi吨， moving, and positioning of an atom. It means that the single atom 
needs to be captured stably, then migratβd and positioned wi由 high precision, and 
且nally placed at a specified position of an atomic-level device. In this way, the 
fabrication accuracy of ACSM can be guaranteed to the atomic scale. Particle 
manipulation and its related technologies are less involved in other disciplines, 
hence new theories and methods are of significant need. 

In ACSM, atomic-level operation is needed to build single-atom or multiatom 
structures, realizing the ultimate function of atomic-level devices.τ'here fore，由e
second aspect in the mechanism study of ACSM lies in understanding the broad 
multiatomic interaction, the formation rules of multiatomic structures, and the 
mechanism and degree of the influence on由e performance of atomic devices. 
白山issue is the key for ACSM, from fundamental theories to applied technologies. 
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